Why

traveling with

365 tours

is the best Choice?
1) Indepth Research - A comprehensive research of minimum 1000 hours are done by our research
team including visits and testing hotels, sights etc before we launch a destination so this ensures that
you have a comprehensive knowledge of the destination, culture, tradition, history, cuisine and more
before traveling.
2) Best way to travel - We have ensured that you travel to the destination by the best possible and with a
wider choice of airlines available. You are assured of low cost and no unnecessary time wastage waiting
at the airports for your connecting flight.
3) Choice of Accommodation - You can choose from -3 star, 4 star, 5 star, Boutique & Heritage hotels
depending on your budget. The hotels are pre tested by us and are centrally located with excellent
amenities and facilities. Check in to the hotel the moment you arrive, and check out at your
convenience. Unlike others, we do not follow the usual 14:00 hours check in and 11:00 hours check out.
4) Private & fully customized - We offer only private tours exclusively for you and not group tours so
there is no pre set departure date and you can leave any date you decide All our tours are fully
customized and tailor made to suit all your requirements before hand.
5) Private car - All transfers and sightseeing will be on a AC private car which are well maintained
equipped with refrigeration, music system, first aid kit, mobile & camera rechargers, magazines,
umbrellas etc
6) Private guide - Our English speaking guides are well trained and have a comprehensive knowledge on
the destination with regard to sights and will guide and assist you in food, shopping, local culture etc.
7) Flexible itineraries - Our itineraries are designed keeping in mind that you see all the sights with
ample time, least time wasted commuting and free time for you to relax. You can even alter the
itineraries to suit you before or even at the destination.
8) Indepth Sightseeing - You will cover more sights with us than any body else because besides must see
sights, we take you to the places that are off the beaten path. With all entrance tickets pre paid in most of
the sights you won't waste time waiting in the queues.
9) No hidden costs - You wont find an asterix (*) mark on any of our packages, because we don't have any
hidden costs. All our package offerings are transparent, and you wont be charged anything extra. No
conditions apply for this promise.
10) Low price guarantee - Our pricing is updated constantly so that you get the lowest price available.
Our guarantee protects you in 2 ways. First after booking if you find a lower price for the same tour
exactly to the product offerings offered by us before you leave from any tour operator from India, send
us the details and we will refund the price difference. Second, before you book with us if you find a lower
price than us exactly to the same product offerings offered by us from any tour operator from India,
simply send us the details and we will charge you 5% lesser than them. For any clarifications on the low
price guarantee please contact our office at 044-42139342 or email us at 365tours@gmail.com
Our destinations
 Angkor Wat  Bali  Central Java  China  Egypt  Historical Thailand  Istanbul  Jordan
 Myanmar  Nepal  Philippines  Sri Lanka  Uzbekistan  Vietnam
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